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Python Deep Learning: Exploring deep learning techniques and neural network architectures with PyTorch, Keras, and TensorFlow, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn advanced state-of-the-art deep learning techniques and their applications using popular Python libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Build a strong foundation in neural networks and deep learning with Python libraries
	
			Explore advanced deep learning techniques and their applications...
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Mastering OpenCV 4 with Python: A practical guide covering topics from image processing, augmented reality to deep learning with OpenCV 4 and Python 3.7Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		Create advanced applications with Python and OpenCV, exploring the potential of facial recognition, machine learning, deep learning, web computing and augmented reality.

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop your computer vision skills by mastering algorithms in Open Source Computer Vision 4 (OpenCV 4)and...
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fastText Quick Start Guide: Get started with Facebook's library for text representation and classificationPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Perform efficient fast text representation and classification with Facebook's fastText library

	
		Key Features

		
			Introduction to Facebook's fastText library for NLP
	
			Perform efficient word representations, sentence classification, vector representation
	...
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Reinventing ITIL® in the Age of DevOps: Innovative Techniques to Make Processes Agile and RelevantApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					
						Delve into the principles of ITIL® and DevOps and examine the similarities and differences. This book re-engineers the ITIL framework to work in DevOps projects without changing its meaning and its original objectives, making it fit for purpose for use in DevOps...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Final Cut Pro 5Peachpit Press, 2005
The scalability, performance and Emmy Award-winning workflow of  Final Cut Pro 5 make it the first choice of professional editors  everywhere. For those clamoring to get in on the action, this  best-selling volume uses a series of class-length lessons designed  to provide a strong foundation in all aspects of the digital video  editing powerhouse....
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Scrapbooking with Photoshop Elements: The Creative Cropping CookbookSybex, 2004
Today's advancements in digital technology are transforming the traditional     art of scrapbooking. With a computer, digital camera, scanner, ink-jet printer,     and Photoshop Elements—Adobe's popular digital imaging software for home     users—you have all the ingredients you need to create a truly astounding     and unforgettable...
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Microsoft Office Project 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
10 books in 1— your key to success with Microsoft Project!   

   Your one-stop guide to managing your business with the world's #1 project management software   

   Want to save time and money with Microsoft Project? This friendly guide arms you with an arsenal of tools to get productive...
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Beginning SQL Server 2008 for Developers: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
SQL Server 2008 is a first–rate database management system. It offers more capability than any previous release of SQL Server. More than just a classic relational database management system, SQL Server 2008 includes exciting and powerful features that make it useful for everything from large corporate data warehouses to ad hoc departmental...
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Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...
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ASP Made Simple (Made Simple Programming)Made Simple, 2003
ASP Made Simple provides a brief introduction to ASP for the person who favours self teaching and/or does not have expensive computing facilities to learn on. The book will demonstrate how the principles of ASP can be learned with an ordinary PC running Personal Web Server, MS Access and a general text editor like Notepad.
After working through...
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Open-Source ESBs in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Most modern business systems include independent applications that exchange information with each other-a technique usually called enterprise integration. An architectural approach called the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) offers developers a way to handle the messages between those independent applications without creating a lot of custom code....
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SAP PS FAQ: SAP Project Systems Interview Questions, Answers, and ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P PS Consultants  SAP PS Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP PS is the future for projects activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP PS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping  you to...
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